Fraser (1963) gave the general algebraic solution of the origin of the extra X chromosome in Klinefelter's syndrome on the implicit assumptions that the non-disjunction was meiotic and that there was no crossing over. If the locus by which the origin of the extra X chromosome is defined is not at the centromere, and if there is crossing over, then, since only the distribution of centromeres is determined by the type of meiotic error, it will not be possible to infer the origin of the centromeres from the phenotypes alone. It is convenient to avoid the word chromosome, and restrict discussion to loci, whose phenotypic effects can be observed, and to centromeres, whose origin is defined by the stage of meiosis at which disjunction failed (Fig. 1) .
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If, following Fraser, we define by a, b, and c, the proportions of cases in which the extra locus may be inferred to come from the father, or from the mother's second X, or by a double representation of the locus on one maternal X; and we define the proportions of non-disjunctions arising in the testis, when the stage is necessarily at meiosis I, as t, at the first and second meiotic divisions at oogenesis, as u and v, and at a mitotic or somatic division as s; and if the recombination fraction between this locus and the centromere is 0, then a = t b = u(l-0)+vO c = uG+v(1-0)+s (Bridges, 1916) (Table II) .
There are advantages in stratifying the analysis Proportion when p=- class by class, and deriving the likelihoods independently from the expectation of each parental mating type. This removes the negative information contributed by sampling vagaries in the proportions of parental mating types sampled and may reduce the false information due to ascertainment. It also makes possible the extraction of information from every mating class in whose offspring manifest allelic variation is possible. A class-by-class analysis allows some algebraic simplification as only the proportions need to be conserved, but requires electronic computation. However, this is no serious disadvantage as even when information from Klinefelter's syndrome with one or neither parent typed is wasted the algebraic solution is difficult, even with approximations, and the interpretation of the results only rough in the absence of the likelihood distributions due to the poor approximation to normality with the limited numbers available.
This can be greatly simplified in the case of the Xg locus in Caucasians, in whom the dominant allele has a proportion of almost exactly j (0 659, Race and Sanger, 1968) . If we replace p and q by 2 and 1 in Table I and multiply through, we can obtain the genotypic expectations in integral multiples of a, b, and c, in units of -- (Table III) from which, by addition, we can define the expectations of phenotypic parental classes, including those with unknown phenotypes (Table II) The full information can be summarized by a likelihood surface, in which height is proportional to likelihood, contained within an equilateral triangle, any point of which can represent the proportions a, b, and c as distances from an edge (Fig.  2) (Edwards et al, 1966 ; see also Fr0land, 1969) . More recent data are given by Race and Sanger (1968) , Race (1970) , and Sanger, Tippett, and Gavin (1971) . The latter data are summarized in Table V , and the expectations derived after maximizing the likelihoods for variations in the parameters a, b, and c, are shown. The only serious incongruity between expectation and observation is in the excess of gg Klinefelters whose maternal phenotypes were unknown. When maternal phenotypes were known, the negative excess is very slight (10 observed and 9-6 expected).
It is difficult to regard this as other than a fortuitous event. With multiple expectation classes x2 is a close approximation even when expectations are small and the effect is to exaggerate the unlikelihood (Cochran, 1954) (See also Sanger et al, 1971.) All that can be inferred with certainty at present is: firstly, that if meiotic non-disjunction implies no recombination then both first and second ovarian meioses are common sources of failed disjunctions, the former being commoner; second, if almost all disjunctions are at the first division, then recombination between the Xg locus and the centromere is common, the most likely recombination fraction being less than i, but the data do not exclude a recombination fraction of 05. 
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